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Abstract— The increased complexity and intelligence of1

automation systems require the development of intelligent fault2

diagnosis (IFD) methodologies. By relying on the concept of a3

suspected space, this study develops explainable data-driven IFD4

approaches for nonlinear dynamic systems. More specifically,5

we parameterize nonlinear systems through a generalized kernel6

representation for system modeling and the associated fault7

diagnosis. An important result obtained is a unified form of kernel8

representations, applicable to both unsupervised and super-9

vised learning. More importantly, through a rigorous theoretical10

analysis, we discover the existence of a bridge (i.e., a bijective11

mapping) between some supervised and unsupervised learning-12

based entities. Notably, the designed IFD approaches achieve the13

same performance with the use of this bridge. In order to have a14

better understanding of the results obtained, both unsupervised15

and supervised neural networks are chosen as the learning tools16

to identify the generalized kernel representations and design the17

IFD schemes; an invertible neural network is then employed18

to build the bridge between them. This article is a perspective19

article, whose contribution lies in proposing and formalizing20

the fundamental concepts for explainable intelligent learning21

methods, contributing to system modeling and data-driven IFD22

designs for nonlinear dynamic systems.23

Index Terms— Intelligent fault diagnosis (IFD), neural net-24

works, nonlinear dynamic systems, supervised learning, bridge,25

unsupervised learning.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

OVER the past three decades, fault diagnosis has28

undergone tremendous development [1], [2], [3], [4],29
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[5], [6], [7]. Due to the increasing demands of safe and 30

economic operations, it is playing an essential role in system 31

performance evaluation and maintenance [1]. Fault diagnosis 32

has a broad spectrum of applications, for instance, ranging 33

from chemical processes [8], electrical systems [9], intelligent 34

transportation [10], and aerospace engineering [11] to medical 35

imaging [12]. 36

Fault diagnosis techniques have undergone a dramatic evo- 37

lution with the development of control theory, computer 38

science, big data, sensor technology, machine learning, and so 39

on [13]. They are becoming more intelligent and diversified. 40

A unified description of these developments is so-called intel- 41

ligent fault diagnosis (IFD), which can be model-based [14], 42

signal processing-based [15], and data-driven [16]. 43

The success of deep learning has further promoted fault 44

diagnosis through neural networks. These IFD approaches, 45

as mentioned in [1], can accomplish tasks similar to what a 46

human can do. Deep neural networks have the ability to extract 47

helpful features so that distinguishing faulty conditions from 48

normal conditions becomes simpler. The accompanying prob- 49

lem is an additional demand for sufficient labeled data [13]. 50

Furthermore, neural networks have also been a popular tool in 51

adaptive dynamic programming that is a novel approximate 52

optimal control strategy for nonlinear systems [17], [18], 53

[19]. Following the idea of value and policy iterations [20], 54

Song et al. [21] proposed an off-policy reinforcement learning 55

algorithm for nonlinear systems with completely unknown 56

dynamics. Recently, these strategies were introduced into 57

fault-tolerant control [22] to enhance the system operation 58

performance in faulty conditions through online optimization. 59

Depending on the operating range, neural networks-based 60

IFD approaches can be divided into static and dynamic meth- 61

ods. In [23], a recurrent neural network was used to detect 62

and identify faults of railway track circuits. In order to diag- 63

nose incipient interturn faults, a probabilistic neural network 64

was adopted in [24] with consideration of the network size. 65

By using a deep convolutional neural network, Liu et al. [25] 66

proposed a diagnosis method for the loose strands of the 67

isoelectric line. Taking the topological structure of system 68

data into account, a graph convolutional network was devel- 69

oped in [26] to diagnose machine faults. Most recently, 70

Chen et al. [27] proposed two fault detection schemes, where 71

the first design is based on the finite impulse response filter 72
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using a fully connected neural network and the second one73

constructs a recursive residual generator using a recurrent74

neural network.75

Despite the aforementioned achievements, much of the76

inherent difficulty of the IFD designs arises from the77

following.78

1) The presence of system nonlinearity and dynamics.79

2) Fault diagnosis cannot be simply treated as a classifica-80

tion problem.81

3) Lack of interpretability in many IFD approaches since a82

good representation should possess explainable posterior83

knowledge.84

These challenges motivate the study in this perspective article85

with the following fourfold contributions.86

1) Data-based modeling and construction of residual gener-87

ators via the composite operators, enabling the learning88

procedures to be described quantitatively.89

2) A bridge is built for the construction of the generalized90

kernel representations, based on which unsupervised91

and supervised learning-based IFD approaches can be92

transferred between each other. An additional value93

of the bridge representation is the evaluation of the94

performance of nonlinear IFD approaches.95

3) Both unsupervised and supervised neural networks are96

employed in designing the two specific IFD algo-97

rithms, whose purpose is to help us understand their98

fundamentals.99

4) An invertible neural network is proposed to build100

a bridge that allows unsupervised and supervised101

neural network-based IFD approaches to be bijectively102

connected.103

The remainder of this study is organized as follows.104

Section II introduces some metrics, machine learning, and non-105

linear dynamic systems. With the aid of composite operators,106

Section III is dedicated to constructing the bridge between107

unsupervised and supervised learning-based IFD approaches.108

Section IV details two specific IFD algorithms, respectively,109

using unsupervised and supervised neural networks, followed110

by an invertible neural network-based bridge. Section V con-111

cludes this study and delineates research opportunities for IFD.112

Notations: All notations in the article are standard. M113

denotes a metric, whose subscript signifies a specific form;114

Rκ represents the space of real κ-dimensional vectors; Tr(·)115

is the trace operator; | · | refers to the absolute value; ◦ is116

the cascade connection of multiple operators; superscript “f”117

refers to faulty conditions; κ̂ is the estimate of κ ; Pr(·) is the118

probability; and

�
ψ1 ψ2

ψ3 ψ4

�
is a composite operator (a matrix119

if and only if ψi is a linear operator) obtained by stacking the120

operator ψi , i = 1, . . . , 4, in a suitable manner.121

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION122

A metric, also called a measure, is essential for obtaining123

the objective function of the machine learning approaches.124

Therefore, four representative metrics are introduced in this125

section, followed by the description of the nonlinear dynamic126

systems of interest.127

A. Metrics 128

Metrics are the measures that quantitatively assess, compare, 129

and track performance [28]. In the following, several metrics 130

are introduced for the purposes such as constructing residual 131

signals, defining test statistics, and quantifying the influences 132

of the unknown faults. 133

Consider two variables ψ1 ∈ Rkψ1 and ψ2 ∈ Rkψ2 . If a 134

metric M is chosen as the Euclidean distance, one has 135

Meuc = �ψ1 − ψ2�2 (1) 136

provided kψ1 = kψ2 . By introducing a covariance matrix �ψ , 137

the Mahalanobis distance can be defined as 138

M2
mah = (ψ1 − ψ2)

T�−1
ψ (ψ1 − ψ2) (2) 139

where ψ1 and ψ2 are drawn from the same distribution of 140

covariance �ψ . By setting �−1
ψ = I, (3) becomes 141

M2
spe = (ψ1 − ψ2)

T (ψ1 − ψ2) (3) 142

which is called squared prediction error (SPE). A metric can 143

also be defined by the correlation such as [29] 144

Mcor(ψ1, ψ2) = kψ1 − Tr
�����−1/2

ψ1
�ψ1,ψ2�

−1/2
ψ2

���� (4a) 145

Mcor(ψ2, ψ1) = kψ2 − Tr
�����−1/2

ψ2
�ψ2,ψ1�

−1/2
ψ1

���� (4b) 146

where �ψ1,ψ2 is the covariance matrix between ψ1 and ψ2, 147

and kψ1 may not equal to kψ2 . 148

B. Unsupervised and Supervised Machine Learning 149

Depending upon linear or nonlinear mappings, machine 150

learning is generally divided into linear and nonlinear 151

approaches. An important step is to evaluate performance 152

through the defined matrices (such as Meuc, Mmah, Mspe, and 153

Mcor), and the subsequent step will be devoted to revealing 154

the relationship between unsupervised and supervised machine 155

learning approaches. 156

Define ψ2 = Sψ3, where S represents the mapping of a 157

supervised learning method. By minimizing (1), the following 158

relation holds: 159

min Meuc = min

����[I − S]

�
ψ1

ψ3

	����
2

160

= min

������� P ◦ [I − S]
 �� 
unsupervised learning

�
ψ1

ψ3

	�������
2

(5) 161

w.r.t. S, where P is any (linear or nonlinear) operator that does 162

not cause information loss or change the minimization of (5). 163

In (1) and (5), ψ1 is a reference signal; ψ2 and ψ3 are the 164

output and input of supervised learning models, respectively. 165

By introducing P , P ◦[I −S] is a composite operator whose 166

input is [ψT
1 ψT

3 ]T . Instead of optimizing w.r.t. S, we can treat 167

P ◦ [I − S] as a whole mapping to be learned. In this way, 168

the objective function given in (5) can be minimized through 169

an unsupervised learning approach. Similarly, the objective 170

functions defined by other metrics (including Mmah, Mspe, 171

and Mcor) can also be considered. 172
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Fig. 1. Nonlinear dynamic systems with actuator and sensor faults.

It is seen that, through simple mathematical derivations,173

an objective function can be achieved by using both the174

supervised and unsupervised learning approaches.175

Remark 1: The concept behind the aforementioned trans-176

formations is a bridge linking the unsupervised to supervised177

machine learning methods. This fact motivates this study to178

focus on the development of a unified framework of the IFD179

and related parameter-identification approaches for nonlinear180

systems. ∇181

C. Nonlinear Dynamic Systems and Objectives182

Consider a nonlinear dynamic system driven by183

x(k + 1) = φ(x(k),u(k),w(k))184

y(k) = υ(x(k),u(k))+ v(k) (6)185

where k is the discrete time index; x(k) ∈ Rkx , u(k) ∈ Rku ,186

and y(k) ∈ Rky are the state, input, and output vectors,187

respectively; w(k) and v(k) are random noise variables; and188

φ(·) and υ(·) are continuous nonlinear mappings.189

Both the actuator and sensor faults affect (6). Mathemati-190

cally, the nonlinear system with faults becomes191

xf(k + 1) = φ(x(k),u(k),w(k), fa(k))192

yf(k) = υ(x(k),u(k), fa(k))+ fs(k)+ v(k) (7)193

where fa and fs represent actuator and sensor faults, respec-194

tively. The schematic of (7) is given in Fig. 1. Now,195

we introduce a lemma (given in [30]) that constitutes another196

foundation of this study.197

Lemma 1: An operator K is called the generalized stable198

kernel representation for the nonlinear system (6) if, for w =199

0 and v = 0, the following relationship holds:200

K(z)
�

u(z)
y(z)

	
= 0 (8)201

for an initial system state x(0) and a given u.202

In (8), z refers to discrete variables in the z domain.203

Motivated by [16], [27], [29], and [31], this study focuses204

on IFD and its related parameter identification for nonlinear205

dynamic systems. The three objectives are cast as follows:206

1) to construct a unified IFD framework that can207

include both unsupervised and supervised learning-based208

approaches;209

2) to design two IFD approaches using the unsupervised210

and supervised neural networks, respectively;211

3) to quantify the fault influences in each situation, whose212

purpose is to mine the interpretability of IFD methods.213

D. Revisiting Stable Kernel Representations 214

As mentioned in [16] for linear systems and [31] for 215

nonlinear systems, K(z) plays an essential role in constructing 216

an observer and completing IFD tasks. In order to have an 217

intuitive understanding of K(z), we introduce the form of K(z) 218

and how to derive it for both linear and nonlinear dynamic 219

systems, as given in the following. 220

Linear Example: Consider a linear time-invariant system 221

described by 222

x(k + 1) = Ax(k)+ Bu(k) 223

y(k) = Cx(k)+ Du(k) (9) 224

where A,B,C, and D are the real matrices with appropriate 225

dimensions; other variables are defined in (6). Given a gain 226

matrix L, a full-order observer has the following dynamic 227

equations: 228

x̂(k + 1) = (A− LC)x̂(k)+ [B− LD L]

�
u(k)
y(k)

	
229

ŷ(k) = Cx̂(k)+ Du(k)r(k) = y(k)− ŷ(k), 230

r(k) = −Cx̂(k)+ [−D I]

�
u(k)
y(k)

	
→ 0 (10) 231

where r(k) is the residual signal. Based on the state-space 232

representation of (10), we can define the transfer function from 233

[uT yT ]T to r as K(z) of (9), i.e., 234

r(z) = �−N̂(z) M̂(z)
�


 �� 
K(z)

�
u(z)
y(z)

	
= 0 (11) 235

where M̂(z) and N̂(z) are 236

M̂(z) = I− C(zI − A+ LC)−1L, 237

N̂(z) = D+ C(zI − A+ LC)−1(B− LD). (12) 238

Nonlinear Example: In noise-free cases, (6) is redefined by 239

y(z) = �(z) ◦ u(z) (13) 240

in order to simplify the analysis. Based on the assumption 241

that the nonlinear system �(z) meets the stable condition as 242

in [32], �(z) can be rewritten as 243

�(z) = �−1
M (z) ◦�N(z) �⇒ 244

y(z) = �−1
M (z) ◦�N(z)u(z) (14) 245

where �M is an invertible operator and �N is stable. Then, 246

a generalized K(z) can define the following residual generator: 247

r(z) = [−�N(z) �M(z)]
 �� 
K(z)

�
u(z)
y(z)

	
= 0. (15) 248

Note that K(z) can be obtained based on both system 249

information and input–output data. In addition, the co-inner- 250

outer factorization, having a similar form to (14), can be used 251

to estimate unknown signals, such as external disturbances and 252

unexpected faults [13]. 253
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III. UNIFIED IFD FRAMEWORK: FROM SUPERVISED TO254

UNSUPERVISED LEARNING255

By using the composite operators and suspected spaces256

(see [29]), this section will present a data-driven implemen-257

tation of residual generators using both unsupervised and258

supervised learning, with a focus on the construction of the259

bridge between unsupervised and supervised learning-based260

approaches.261

A. Data-Based Modeling262

As both x(k) and the innovation from x(k − 1) to x(k)263

are unknown, the extended form of (6) is usually adopted264

for system identification and fault diagnosis. For obtaining265

the extended form, several notations, referring to data and266

operators, are introduced267

φxuu(k) : u(k) ∈ Rku → x(k + 1) ∈ Rkx
268

υxuu(k) : u(k) ∈ Rku → x(k) ∈ Rkx ,269

φk
xx = φk−1

xx ◦ φxx = φk−2
xx ◦ φxx ◦ φxx (16)270

and271

us(k) =
�
uT (k) · · · uT (k + s)

�T ∈ R(s+1)ku . (17)272

In (16), φ·,· and υ·,· are nonlinear operators and can be replaced273

by any other operator; φk·,· represents a high-order composite274

operator. In (17), s is the stack length, and u can be replaced275

by any variable in (6) and (7).276

Remark 2: In order to parameterize nonlinear dynamic277

systems, the composite operators defined in (16), similar to278

Koopman operators [33], simplify the treatment processes for279

obtaining an equivalent system representation [34]. ∇280

By using the notation given in (16), we rewrite (6) as281

x(k + 1) = (φxx φxu φxw)
 �� 
φ

⎡
⎣ x(k)

u(k)
w(k)

⎤
⎦ (18a)282

y(k) = �
υyx υyu υyv

�

 �� 

υ

⎡
⎣ x(k)

u(k)
v(k)

⎤
⎦ (18b)283

where υyv = I. Similar to the parity space in [2] and [11], the284

data-based system model can be described as285

ys(k) = (ϒx ϒu)

�
x(k)
us(k)

	
+ϒwws(k)+ vs(k) (19)286

in which the composite operators ϒx, ϒu, and ϒw are287

ϒx : =
⎛
⎜⎝

υyx
...

υyxφ
s
xx

⎞
⎟⎠ : Rkx → R(s+1)ky (20)288

ϒu : =
⎛
⎜⎝

υyu · · · 0
...

. . .
...

υyxφ
s−1
xx φxu · · · υyu

⎞
⎟⎠ : R(s+1)ku → R(s+1)ky (21)289

ϒw : =
⎛
⎜⎝

0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

υyxφ
s−1
xx φxw · · · 0

⎞
⎟⎠ : R(s+1)kx → R(s+1)ky .290

(22)291

In the data-based model (19), the state x(k) is generally 292

unknown and needs to be estimated by using past data. The 293

recent studies [27], [35], [36] can bypass estimation of x(k) 294

and suggest to directly estimate y through data in the past 295

moving window, i.e., 296

e(k) = y(k)− ŷ(k), ŷ(k) = υ(x̂(k),u(k)) (23a) 297

x̂(k + 1) = φ(x̂(k),u(k))+ 	(y(k)− ŷ(k)) (23b) 298

in which 	 : Rky → Rkx signifies the (unknown but existing) 299

projection from e to x̂. Therefore, one can obtain that 300

x̂(k) = φ
sp+1
x̂x̂ x̂

�
k − sp − 1

�+ �Lp,u Lp,y
�
zp(k) 301

×φsp+1
x̂x̂ x̂

�
k − sp − 1

� ≈ 0 302

�⇒ x̂(k) ≈ �Lp,u Lp,y
�


 �� 
Lp

zp(k) (24) 303

where Lp,u and Lp,y are the composite operators similar to (21) 304

and (22); the past stacked vector zp(k) is defined by 305

zp(k) =
�

up(k)
yp(k)

	
,up(k) = usp

�
k − sp − 1

�
306

yp(k) = ysp

�
k − sp − 1

�
. (25) 307

Combining (19) with (24) yields an equivalent model 308

ys(k) = ϒxLpzp(k)+ ϒuus(k)+ϒees(k) 309

= �
ϒxLp ϒu

�� zp(k)
us(k)

	
+ϒees(k) (26) 310

where es contains the influences caused by w and v, and ϒe 311

has the following form: 312

ϒe =
⎛
⎜⎝

I · · · 0
...

. . .
...

υŷx̂φ
s−1
x̂x̂ 	x̂e · · · I

⎞
⎟⎠. (27) 313

Remark 3: By the use of the composite operator, (26) 314

details a generalized nonlinear predictor from zp and us to 315

the current system output ys while resembling a linear model. 316

It makes system modeling possible and explainable, especially 317

achieving a consensus among different IFD approaches using 318

both unsupervised and supervised learning. ∇ 319

B. Data-Driven Implementation of Residual Generators 320

On the basis of Lemma 1, the following corollary is 321

obtained, whose embryonic development credits to [27]. 322

Corollary 1: An operator Ksp+s is called the data-driven 323

generalized kernel representation for (6) if, for w = 0 and 324

v = 0, the following relationship holds: 325

�Kunsp
z Kunsp

u Kunsp
y

�

 �� 

Kunsp
sp+s

⎡
⎣ zp

us

ys

⎤
⎦ = 0 (28a) 326

or
�
Ksp+s − I

�

 �� 

Ksp
sp+s

⎡
⎣ zp

us

ys

⎤
⎦ = 0 (28b) 327
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for an initial system state x(0) and an arbitrary us , where the328

superscripts “unsp” and “sp” signify the unsupervised and329

supervised learning scenarios, respectively.330

The obtained Ksp+s , by using the unsupervised or super-331

vised learning methods, can be directly applied in constructing332

a unified residual generator such that333

rs(k) = Ksp+s

⎡
⎣ zp(k)

us(k)
ys(k)

⎤
⎦ ∈ R(s+1)ky (29)334

in fault-free conditions; Ksp+s can be replaced by Kunsp
sp+s335

and Ksp
sp+s provided in Corollary 1. When (6) is affected by336

faults, rs(k) given in (29) becomes337

rf
s(k) = rs(k)+ fa,term + fs,term (30)338

where fa,term and fs,term are the actuator and sensor fault-339

related terms, respectively; their forms can be obtained via340

composite operators. Then, the test statistics [1], such as T 2,341

can be defined on the residual signal rs , i.e.,342

T 2(rs(k)) = rT
s (k)�

−1
rs

rs(k), �rs = E(rs(k)rT
s (k)). (31)343

Correspondingly, the threshold is determined by the chosen344

confidence level α345

Jth ← Pr
�
T 2(rs(k)) > Jth

� = α. (32)346

The following theorem presents the essence of this study,347

sketching the bridge (i.e., one-to-one mapping) between unsu-348

pervised and supervised learning-based parameter identifica-349

tion, together with the IFD approaches, for nonlinear systems.350

Theorem 1: Consider the two residual generators defined351

by352

runsp
s (k) = Kunsp

sp+s

⎡
⎣ zp(k)

us(k)
ys(k)

⎤
⎦, rsp

s (k) = Ksp
sp+s

⎡
⎣ zp(k)

us(k)
ys(k)

⎤
⎦ (33)353

where Kunsp
sp+s and Ksp

sp+s are defined by354

Kunsp
sp+s = [0 0 I]− Uy, (34a)355

Ksp
sp+s =

�−ϒxLp −ϒu I
�

(34b)356

in which Uy is a segment of unsupervised learning U357 ⎡
⎣ ẑp(k)

ûs(k)
ŷs(k)

⎤
⎦ = �Uz Uu Uy

�

 �� 

U

⎡
⎣ zp(k)

us(k)
ys(k)

⎤
⎦. (35)358

There exists a nonlinear operator P sp/unsp such that359

rsp
s (k) = Psp/unsprunsp

s (k) (36)360

and the inverse function of Psp/unsp, denoted as Punsp/sp =361

P−1
sp/unsp, must exist such that362

runsp
s (k) = Punsp/sprsp

s (k). (37)363

Proof: The complete proof is given in the Appendix.364

The following remark is made to set forth contributions of365

Theorem 1.366

Remark 4: With the help of the bridge, Theorem 1 provides367

us with an elegant way to evaluate the performance of both368

unsupervised and supervised learning-based IFD approaches 369

in the sense of fault-detection capacity. ∇ 370

Based on the metric M2
euc, the suspected space is used 371

to design IFD approaches, whose purpose is to gain a more 372

in-depth understanding of Theorem 1. 373

C. IFD Using Unsupervised Learning 374

In order to develop the unsupervised learning-based IFD 375

approaches, a suspected space, denoted as Yunsp, is defined 376

according to Uy in the following definition. 377

Definition 1: Given any U in (35), yunsp
s

obtained by 378

yunsp
s
= Uy

�
zT

p uT
s yT

s

�T
(38) 379

spans a space Yunsp that is called the suspected space of (6). 380

Corresponding to Yunsp, Y is called the measurement space, 381

where ys ∈ Y ⊂ R(s+1)ky . Based on the metric defined in (1), 382

the objective function of IFD approaches using unsupervised 383

learning can be formulated as 384

min Meuc

�
ys, yunsp

s

�
(39a) 385

�⇒ U∗y := arg min
Uy

Meuc

�
ys, yunsp

s

�
(39b) 386

where the superscript “∗” signifies the best solution. It is of 387

interest to find that the residual space, denoted as Eunsp
s , can 388

be obtained based on U∗y 389

es = ys − yunsp,∗
s

, es ∈ Eunsp
s ⊂ R(s+1)ky

390

yunsp,∗
s

= U∗y
�
zT

p uT
s yT

s

�T ∈ Yunsp,∗ (40) 391

which satisfies 392

Eunsp
s ⊥ Yunsp,∗, Eunsp

s (≈) ⊥ Y . (41) 393

Theorem 2: Considering a nonlinear system (6), its gener- 394

alized kernel representation is defined by Kunsp
sp+s = [0 0 I] − 395

U∗y , where U∗y is obtained through (39b). For the faults fa(k) 396

and fs(k) occurring from the kth time instant, runsp
s (k) given 397

in (33) becomes 398

runsp,f
s (k) = es(k)+ funsp

a,term(k)+ funsp
s,term(k) 399

funsp
a,term(k) = ϒ fa

fa,s(k) 400

funsp
s,term(k) = ϒ fs

fs,s (42) 401

where funsp
a,term and funsp

s,term have the following forms: 402

ϒ fa
= ϒu, ϒ fs

=
⎛
⎜⎝

I · · · 0
...

. . .
...

−υŷx̂As−1
	 	x̂e · · · I

⎞
⎟⎠. (43) 403

Then, T 2 defined on runsp,f
s (k) according to 404

T 2
�
runsp,f

s (k)
� = runsp,f,T

s (k)�−1
rs

runsp,f
s (k) (44) 405

has the optimal fault-detection power. 406

Proof: When (6) is fault-free, we have 407

runsp
s (k) = es(k) �runsp

s
= E(es(k)eT

s (k)). (45) 408
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Since fa and fs, respectively, represent the actuator and409

sensor faults, it is reasonable to adopt410

φxfa = φxu, υyfa = υyu, and υyfs = I. (46)411

When (6) is affected by fa and fs, x̂f(k) and yf(k) in (23a)412

and (23b) can be expressed by413

x̂f (k + 1) = φx̂x̂x̂(k)+ φx̂uu(k)+ φx̂ufa(k)414

+ 	�yf(k)− ŷ(k)− fs
�
yf(k)415

= υŷx̂x̂(k)+ υŷuu(k)+ υŷufa(k)416

+ υyfs fs(k)+ e(k). (47)417

Combining it with (A.2) yields (42) with ϒ fa
and ϒ fs

described418

by (43). Furthermore, taking expectation of (44) obtains419

E(T 2�runsp,f
s (k)

�
) = T 2(es)+ fT

a,term�
−1
runsp

s
fa,term420

+ fT
f,term�

−1
runsp

s
ff,term (48)421

because, in general, es(k), fa,term(k), and ff,term(k) are inde-422

pendent. As proved in [29], U∗y minimizes �runsp
s

via (39b);423

thus, the last two terms in (48) are maximized to the greatest424

extent possible. It means that U∗y , a segment of U∗, can achieve425

optimal performance in detecting fa and fs.426

The theorem is proven.427

D. IFD Using Supervised Learning428

In parallel to Yunsp, another suspected space Y sp using429

supervised learning can be defined according to S as follows.430

Definition 2: Given any S in (A.8), ysp
s

obtained by431

ysp
s
= S�

zT
p uT

s

�T
(49)432

spans a space Y sp that is also the suspected space of (6),433

where S is defined by434

S = (Sz Su) :=
�
ϒxLp ϒu

�
. (50)435

Similar to (39a) and (39b), the optimal S∗ can be obtained via436

min Meuc

�
ys, ysp

s

�
(51a)437

�⇒ S∗ := arg min
S

Meuc

�
ys, ysp

s

�
(51b)438

based on which Y sp,∗ can be obtained.439

By the use of S∗, the following theorem is derived for IFD440

using supervised learning.441

Theorem 3: Considering a nonlinear system (6), its gener-442

alized kernel representation is defined by Ksp
sp+s = (S∗ − I),443

where S∗ is obtained through (51b). For the faults fa(k) and444

fs(k) occurring from the kth time instant, rsp
s (k) given in (33)445

becomes446

rsp,f
s (k) = ϒees(k)+ fsp

a,term(k)+ fsp
s,term(k)447

fsp
a,term(k) = ϒfa fa,s(k)448

fsp
s,term(k) = ϒfs fs,s (52)449

where fsp
a,term and fsp

s,term have the following forms:450

ϒfa = ϒuϒfs = I. (53)451

Then, T 2 defined on rsp,f
s (k) according to 452

T 2�rsp,f
s (k)

� = rsp,f,T
s (k)�−1

rs
rsp,f

s (k) (54) 453

has the optimal fault-detection power. 454

Proof: The proof is similar to Theorem 2. Owing to space 455

constraints, the detail is omitted here. 456

In addition, another sketch of the proof for the theorem is 457

presented as follows. By using the bridge Psp/unsp given in 458

Theorem 1, simple mathematical manipulations can yield 459

T 2
�
rsp

s (k)
� = T 2

�
runsp

s (k)
�

(55) 460

and (53). Furthermore, it can also be verified 461

T 2�rsp,f
s (k)

� = T 2�runsp,f
s (k)

�
(56) 462

which has the same (i.e., optimal) performance of fault detec- 463

tion as T 2(runsp,f
s (k)) and, thus, completes this proof. 464

Remark 5: As presented in Theorems 2 and 3, performance 465

evaluation of the two proposed IFD frameworks for nonlinear 466

systems becomes possible. The main reason is that the differ- 467

ence between ys(k) and its estimation in Yunsp,∗ and Y sp,∗
468

can be measured through quantitative metrics. ∇ 469

E. Notes on the Bridge 470

In what follows, several remarks (including fault features 471

and geometric interpretation) and perspectives (i.e., a more 472

general version) are made to set forth contributions and 473

essences of the bridge provided in Theorem 1. 474

1) Fault Features: Along with Theorems 2 and 3, the fault 475

features, corresponding to Yunsp,∗ and Y sp,∗, are 476

runsp,f
s = es + funsp

a,term + funsp
s,term, (57a) 477

rsp,f
s = P sp/unspes + fsp

a,term + fsp
s,term. (57b) 478

It is interesting to verify 479

Psp/unspfunsp
a,term = fsp

a,term 480

Punsp/spfsp
a,term = P−1

sp/unspfsp
a,term = funsp

a,term (58) 481

for fa,term, and 482

P sp/unspfunsp
s,term = fsp

s,term,Punsp/spfsp
s,term = funsp

s,term (59) 483

for fs,term. Combining (57a) and (57b) with (58) and (59) 484

yields 485

Psp/unsprunsp,f
s = rsp,f

s = Psp/unsp ◦P−1
sp/unsprsp,f

s (60) 486

which indicates that, based on the bridge given in Theorem 1, 487

the fault features can be transformed between each other. 488

Also, (60) can be used as an auxiliary evidential statement 489

to illustrate the validity of Theorems 2 and 3 because of 490

�runsp
s
= Ees(k)eT

s (k)), 491

�rsp
s
= P sp/unsp�runsp

s
PT

sp/unsp (61) 492

such that 493

ET 2
�
runsp

s (k)
�
) = E(T 2

�
rsp

s (k)
�
) 494

E(T 2�runsp,f
s (k)

�� = E(T 2�rsp,f
s (k)

��
. (62) 495
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Fig. 2. Geometric descriptions of the suspected and residual spaces in system
identification. (a) Unsupervised learning. (b) Supervised learning.

Fig. 3. Geometric descriptions of the residual spaces in both normal and
faulty scenarios. (a) Unsupervised learning. (b) Supervised learning.

2) Geometric Interpretation: Fig. 2 provides the geo-496

metric descriptions of both unsupervised and supervised497

learning-aided parameter identification, where the bridge,498

Punsp/sp and P sp/unsp, is highlighted by the two red curves.499

It is worth mentioning that Yunsp,∗ and Y sp,∗ reconstruct500

the dynamic behaviors of nonlinear systems by carrying the501

maximum variation information (i.e., the largest uncertainty).502

They are suitable for nonlinear parameter identification. At the503

same time, Eunsp,∗ and Esp,∗ with the minimum uncertainty are504

the best choices for fault diagnosis [16].505

Fig. 3 sketches the changes caused by fa and fs in residual506

spaces, together with the same bridge in both normal and507

faulty scenarios.508

3) Generalized Version: In Theorems 1–3, Meuc is chosen509

as the metric to measure the difference not only between ys and510

yunsp
s

when utilizing unsupervised learning to identify Kunsp
sp+s511

but also between ys and ysp
s

when utilizing supervised learning512

to estimate Ksp
sp+s . For the fault diagnosis purpose, the same513

performance can be obtained by using Mcor defined in (4a)514

and (4b). As pointed in [29] and [31], an IFD design relying515

on the Mcor metric is a generalized version that can provide516

multiple optimal solutions to both Kunsp
sp+s and Ksp

sp+s .517

In order to distinguish it from the solution based on Meuc,518

the notations in the generalized version are marked by “·.”519

Therefore, the objective functions of two generalized versions,520

respectively, corresponding to unsupervised and supervised 521

learning can be formulated as follows: 522

min Mcor

�
ys, yunsp

s

�
523

= min kys − Tr
�����−1/2

ys
�ys ,yunsp

s
�
−1/2
yunsp

s

���� 524

⇐⇒ min kys − Tr
�
�unsp,T�unsp� (63) 525

and 526

min Mcor

�
ys, ysp

s

�
527

= min kys − Tr
�����−1/2

ys
�ys ,ysp

s
�
−1/2
ysp

s

���� 528

⇐⇒ min kys − Tr
�
�sp,T�sp� (64) 529

where �unsp and �unsp are obtained via the following singular 530

value decompositions: 531

�−1/2
ys

�ys ,yunsp
s
�
−1/2
yunsp

s

= �unsp�unspϒunsp,T
532

�−1/2
ys

�ys ,ysp
s
�
−1/2
ysp

s

= �sp�spϒ sp,T . (65) 533

Now, we define two sets of linear mappings as follows: 534

Gunsp
ys
= �unsp,T�−1/2

ys
,Gunsp

yunsp
s

= ϒunsp,T�
−1/2
yunsp

s

, (66a) 535

Gunsp
ys
= �unsp,T�−1/2

ys
,Gsp

ysp
s

= ϒ sp,T�
−1/2
ysp

s

. (66b) 536

Then, the two generalized residual generators can be con- 537

structed according to 538

runsp
s
= Gunsp

ys
ys −�unspGunsp

yunsp
s

yunsp

s
, (67a) 539

rsp
s
= Gsp

ys
ys − �spGsp

ysp
s

ysp

s
. (67b) 540

It can be verified that 541

�runsp
s
= I−�unsp�unsp,T �rsp

s
= I −�sp�sp,T . (68) 542

Furthermore, by substituting (66a) into (67a), one can obtain 543

Gunsp,−1
ys

runsp
s

544

= ys −Gunsp,−1
ys

�unspGunsp
yunsp

s

yunsp

s
545

= ys −�1/2
ys

�
�unsp�unspϒunsp,T

�
�
−1/2
yunsp

s

yunsp

s
546

= ys −�ys ,yunsp
s
�−1

yunsp
s

yunsp

s
(69) 547

because Gunsp
ys

has full rank. Define 548

yunsp

s
= U

y

⎡
⎣ zp

us

ys

⎤
⎦ (70) 549

where its optimal choices, yunsp,∗
s

and U∗
y
, are obtained accord- 550

ing to (63). It must be pointed out that U∗
y

and its corre- 551

sponding output yunsp,∗
s

are not unique because the objective 552

functions are defined by Meuc. Then, (69) can be further 553
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written as554

Gunsp,−1
ys

runsp
s

= ys −�ys ,yunsp
s
�−1

yunsp
s

U∗
y
 �� 

U∗y

⎡
⎣ zp

us

ys

⎤
⎦555

= es = runsp
s556

⇐⇒ runsp
s
= Gunsp

ys
runsp

s . (71)557

Similarly, the following relationship holds for supervised558

learning-based IFD approaches:559

rsp
s
= Gsp

ys
rsp

s . (72)560

Eventually, the following two relationships hold:561

T 2
�

runsp
s

(k)
�
= runsp,T

s
(k)�−1

runsp
s

runsp
s

(k)562

=
�

Gunsp
ys

runsp
s

�T
�−1

runsp
s

Gunsp
ys

runsp
s563

= T 2
�
runsp

s (k)
�

564

(73)565

and566

T 2
�

rsp
s
(k)

�
= T 2

�
rsp

s (k)
�
. (74)567

Combining (74) with (55) obtains568

T 2
�

rsp
s
(k)

�
= T 2

�
runsp

s
(k)

�
=569

T 2
�
rsp

s (k)
� = T 2

�
runsp

s (k)
�

(75)570

for normal operations, and571

T 2
�

rsp,f
s
(k)

�
= T 2

�
runsp,f

s
(k)

�
=572

T 2
�
rsp,f

s (k)
� = T 2

�
runsp,f

s (k)
�

(76)573

for faulty operations.574

Following Theorems 2 and 3, T 2 test statistic defined on575

the two generalized residual generators also has the optimal576

fault-detection power. The readers can refer to [29] for a more577

rigorous analysis of the generalized version.578

Remark 6: We can find that the generalized versions of579

residual generators also deliver the least-squares estimation580

of ys because both Gunsp
ys

and Gsp
ys

play a role as normalization581

by limiting their covariance matrices to (68). ∇582

In order to have an insightful observation, Fig. 4583

depicts multiple solutions to the suspected spaces, where584

Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively, corresponds to unsupervised585

and supervised learning strategies.586

IV. IFD DESIGNS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS: FROM587

UNSUPERVISED TO SUPERVISED588

NEURAL NETWORKS589

A study of the existing approaches reveals that both unsu-590

pervised and supervised machine learning techniques can591

be employed to enhance the IFD flexibility against system592

nonlinearity. For example, neural networks have received593

increasing attention for the designs of IFD. Directly motivated594

by Theorems 1–3, the fully connected neural networks are used595

in this section for the fault diagnosis purpose.596

Fig. 4. More general versions of suspected and residual spaces. (a) Unsu-
pervised learning. (b) Supervised learning.

A. Unit-Time Delay Operators 597

A recurrent neural network is capable of describing the 598

dynamic behaviors of nonlinear systems, thanks to the 599

unit-time delays attached to neurons [37]. As the system order 600

increases, more delay units are necessary to fit the higher order 601

dynamics, resulting in heavy computations together with prob- 602

lems associated with vanishing and exploding gradients [38]. 603

To avoid such a situation and improve computation efficiency, 604

the unit-time delay operator, denoted as z−1, is used in the 605

data preprocessing stage. 606

As shown in Fig. 5(a), (sp+s+1) unit-time delay operators 607

are defined on both u(k+ s) and y(k+ s) to obtain the inputs 608

of an unsupervised neural network, i.e., 609

u(k + s − 1) = z−1u(k + s) · · · , 610

u
�
k − sp − 1

� = z−(sp+s+1)u(k + s), 611

y(k + s − 1) = z−1y(k + s) · · · , 612

y
�
k − sp − 1

� = z−(sp+s+1)y(k + s). (77) 613

Similarly, (sp + s + 1) and (sp + 1) unit-time delay operators 614

are defined on u(k+ s) and y(k), respectively. The inputs of a 615

supervised neural network given in Fig. 5(b) are [uT
p uT

s ] and 616

y(k − 1) = z−1y(k), · · · , 617

y
�
k − sp − 1

� = z−(sp+1)y(k). (78) 618

In addition, the unit-time delays are also used to obtain 619

the reference outputs of both unsupervised and supervised 620

neural networks. As observed from (77) and (78), and Fig. 5, 621

these unit-time delay operators work independently of training 622

neural networks, which reduces the requested layer number of 623

neural networks from the inputs to outputs. In other words, 624

according to the chain rule, the recommended location where 625

delay operators are installed in this study can reduce the order 626

of partial derivatives. Therefore, not only does it avoid the 627
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Fig. 5. Schematic of IFD frameworks with multiple unit-time delays, where “au” represents an auxiliary variable. (a) is designed based on an unsupervised
neural network (unsupervised learning-based IFD). (b) is implemented based on a supervised neural network (supervised learning-based IFD). (c) Highlighted
in red is the bridge using an invertible neural network.

vanishing and exploding gradient problems but also improve628

the computation efficiency. It is worth mentioning that our629

recommended approach does not change the objective function630

of the neural networks.631

B. Unsupervised IFD Approaches632

Similar to (39a), the loss function L of the unsupervised633

neural network can be defined by634

Lunsp =

�������
⎡
⎣ zp

us

ys

⎤
⎦−Hunsp��z �u �y

�

 �� 

Hunsp(�)

⎡
⎣ zp

us

ys

⎤
⎦

�������

2

2

(79)635

where Hunsp(�) is the architecture of the neural network636

with the hyperparameter � and the subscripts of � signify637

their corresponding outputs. Therefore, the optimal � can be638

obtained by minimizing Lunsp, i.e.,639

�∗ = �
�∗z �∗u �∗y

� = arg min
�

Lunsp (80)640

based on which the residual signal using Hunsp(�∗) is 641

runsp
s (k) = ys −Hunsp��∗y� ◦

⎡
⎣ zp

us

ys

⎤
⎦ = (34a). (81) 642

In Fig. 5(a), runsp
s (k) is highlighted in red, and “×” refers to 643

the reconstruction errors that may be neglected. 644

Combining with Fig. 5(a), the implementation procedures 645

of an unsupervised neural network-based IFD approach are 646

summarized in Algorithms 1 and 2. 647

C. Supervised IFD Approaches 648

Considering a supervised neural network Hsp(�), its loss 649

function is formulated as follows: 650

Lsp =
����ys −Hsp(�)

�
zp

us

	����
2

2

(83) 651

when M2
euc(ys, ysp

s
) is adopted. Then, the optimal hyperpara- 652

meter can be obtained according to 653

�∗ = arg min
�

Lsp (84) 654
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Algorithm 1 Off-Line Learning: Unsupervised Neural
Network-Based IFD Approaches
1: Collect system measurements u and y;
2: Pre-process u and y by using the delay units according

to (77) to obtain zp, us and ys;
3: Construct an unsupervised neural network whose architec-

ture is Hunsp(�) and loss function is defined in (79);
4: Update � according to (80) and obtain �∗y;
5: Generate the residual signal runsp

s via (81);
6: Determine the threshold Jth for T 2 based on (32);
7: (If necessary) identify the fault features based on system

knowledge or using faulty data.

Algorithm 2 Online Fault Diagnosis: Unsupervised Neural
Network-Based IFD Approaches
1: Read real-time data and employ unit-time delay operators;
2: Compute the online residual signal according to (81);
3: Compute the test statistic via (31);
4: Make an FD decision according to

T 2�runsp
s (online)

�− Jth < 0 �⇒ Fault-free;
Otherwise �⇒ Faulty; (82)

5: (If necessary) diagnose the fault by using runsp
s (online).

Algorithm 3 Off-Line Learning: Supervised Neural
Network-Based IFD Approaches
1: Collect system measurements u and y;
2: Pre-process u and y by using the delay units according

to (77) and (78) to obtain zp and us ;
3: Construct a supervised neural network whose architecture

is Hsp(�) and loss function is defined in (83);
4: Update � via (84) and obtain �∗;
5: Generate the residual signal rsp

s via (85);
6: Determine the threshold Jth for T 2 based on (32);
7: (If necessary) identify the fault features based on system

knowledge or using faulty data.

which allows for constructing the residual signal as follows:655

rsp
s (k) = ys −Hsp��∗�

�
zp

us

	
= (34b). (85)656

According to the analysis above and the schematic presented657

in Fig. 5(b), the complete designs and implementation proce-658

dures are given in Algorithms 3 and 4.659

D. Invertible Neural Network-Aided Bridge660

In order to build the bridge between unsupervised and super-661

vised neural network-based IFD approaches, we introduce an662

auxiliary variable au. The mapping generated by H(�ext) in663

the red square of Fig. 5(c) is664 �
rsp

s

au

	
=

�
I H�

�p
�

0 I

�

 �� 

H(�ext)

�
runsp

s

au

	
(87)665

Algorithm 4 Online Fault Diagnosis: Supervised Neural
Network-Based IFD Approaches
1: Read real-time data and employ unit-time delay operators;
2: Compute the online residual signal according to (85);
3: Compute the test statistic via (31);
4: Make an FD decision according to

T 2
�
rsp

s (online)
�− Jth < 0 �⇒ Fault-free;

Otherwise �⇒ Faulty; (86)

5: (If necessary) diagnose the fault by using rsp
s (online).

where the loss function of H(�ext) is chosen as 666

Lext =
����
�

rsp
s

au

	
−H(�ext)

�
runsp

s

au

	����
2

2
. (88) 667

Without loss of generality, we can choose au = runsp
s to 668

prove the existence of the bridge. Then, minimizing Lext
669

obtains 670

�∗ext = arg min
�ext

Lext ⇐⇒ H�
�∗p

� = Pp (89) 671

as shown in Fig. 5(c). It indicates that 672

rsp
s =

�Pp + I
�
runsp

s , runsp
s = runsp

s (90) 673

and 674

runsp
s = rsp

s −Pp 675

runsp
s = rsp

s −H�
�∗p

�
runsp

s 676

= rsp
s −H�

�∗p
�
au, 677

au = au. (91) 678

It is interesting to see that, even though the inverse operation 679

is not used, we can obtain the bridge by 680�
rsp

s

au

	
=

�
I Pp

0 I

��
runsp

s

au

	
(92) 681

and 682�
runsp

s

au

	
=

�
I −Pp

0 I

��
rsp

s

au

	
. (93) 683

In addition, the Jacobian matrix J of H(�ext) is 684

J =
�

I Pp

0 I

�
(94) 685

whose determinant is always positive, i.e., 686

|J| =
����( I Pp

0 I

�
| = 1. (95) 687

It means that H(�ext) and its component Psp/unsp are globally 688

invertible. 689

Also, (92), (93), and (95) can be used as an auxiliary 690

evidence to illustrate the validity of Theorem 1. 691

Remark 7: The solutions to the bridge depicted in Fig. 5(c) 692

are not unique. For example, a “reversible residual network” 693

given in [39] can also be directly employed to obtain a one- 694

to-one mapping between runsp
s and rsp

s . ∇ 695
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V. CONCLUSION696

Thanks to the advanced machine learning techniques, there697

appears to have room for further development of nonlin-698

ear IFD. System data can provide us with information to699

reveal physical principles, making more informative infer-700

ences and decisions possible. As the interpretability of these701

advanced methods is fundamental, the interplay between phys-702

ical principles (such as a mathematical system description703

whose parameters may be unknown) and data becomes more704

critical.705

This perspective article has developed three theorems706

related to IFD and related parameter identification for non-707

linear dynamic systems. In order to obtain a unified form,708

Theorem 1 builds a bridge between unsupervised and super-709

vised learning-based residual generators. Theorems 2 and 3,710

respectively, corresponding to unsupervised and supervised711

learning, develop the IFD structures and illustrate their optimal712

performance for fault detection. With the aid of three differ-713

ent kinds of neural networks, Section IV details the specific714

designs and implementations of Theorems 1–3. This work lays715

a foundation for the further development of explainable IFD.716

The perspective article ends with discussions, includ-717

ing our opinions, expected challenges, and future research718

opportunities.719

1) Not all IFD approaches are satisfactory from the view-720

point of fault-diagnosis performance. Our work provides721

researchers with some instructive guidance on designing722

more effective IFD algorithms, including both unsuper-723

vised and supervised learning-based schemes.724

2) As shown in Fig. 5 and Theorem 2, not all results725

obtained through unsupervised learning are useful for726

fault diagnosis. The conclusion is also true and eas-727

ier to explain in the case of linear dynamic systems.728

For example, the purpose of singular value decomposi-729

tion [40] and QR [5] used in linear approaches is not730

for dimension reduction although they can do so. Keep731

in mind that the ultimate goal of unsupervised learning732

adopted in IFD approaches is always to minimize the733

reconstruction error of system outputs for both linear734

and nonlinear systems.735

3) The initial must step to apply the results obtained736

through this work is to show the existence of the bridge737

Psp/unsp and Punsp/sp given in Theorem 1. Then, a series738

of invertible machine learning tools, such as invertible739

neural networks in [41], can be employed to build this740

bridge. The process should not be reversed.741

4) An unmentioned condition in this study for nonlinear742

IFD approaches is that (6) is output reconstructible [42].743

In fact, the condition is weak and easy to satisfy for our744

proposed IFD frameworks because a multilayer neural745

network can approximate a continuous function (such as746

φ(·) and υ(·) in Fig. 1) to an arbitrary accuracy [43].747

5) The data-based model (19) is obtained from (6) with748

the assumption of additivity given in (18a) and (18b).749

In practical applications, many classes of nonlinear750

systems satisfy (18a) and (18b), such as Sector bounded751

systems, Hammerstein systems, and affine systems.752

6) It is a fact that nonlinear IFD approaches and the asso- 753

ciated thresholds show dependence on u and x(0) [13]. 754

In order to obtain a reasonable dataset for training, 755

a uniformly distributed u over different operation points 756

is recommended so that a persistent excitation of the 757

global system nonlinearities can be achieved. 758

7) In addition to the bridge developed in this work, other 759

aspects of system identification and IFD approaches 760

deserve more investigations, such as the following. 761

a) How many neurons should be used when utilizing 762

a neural network? 763

b) How to determine the nonlinearity degree to 764

approximate an unknown dynamic system without 765

the problem of overfitting or underfitting? 766

c) What is the minimum size of training data for 767

obtaining the desired performance? 768

8) Neural networks can generate a reproducing kernel 769

Hilbert space [44], by which modeling nonlinear sys- 770

tem dynamics is achievable. This comment has pushed 771

us toward developing neural network-aided orthogonal 772

projections to complete both the parameter (and system) 773

identification and IFD tasks [45]. 774

9) Zero-shot (or few-shot) learning-based IFD approaches 775

do not mean that trustworthy results can be obtained 776

without (or with less) data samples. On the contrary, 777

sufficient data samples are necessary as learning prereq- 778

uisites in zero-shot (and few-shot) learning [46]. 779

10) The Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension and the 780

Rademacher complexity, respectively, corresponding to 781

the data-independent and data-dependent measures [47], 782

can be used to bound the generalization error of 783

both unsupervised and supervised learning methods. 784

Borrowing these theories from statistical learning will 785

open up a new avenue for evaluating the generalization 786

capability of nonlinear IFD approaches. 787

APPENDIX 788

PROOF OF THEOREM 1 789

Given an arbitrary unsupervised learning approach whose 790

notation is U , it generates the nonlinear mapping (35) with 791

the objective function, such as defined via M2
euc 792

min

������
⎡
⎣ zp

us

ys

⎤
⎦−

⎡
⎣ ẑp

ûs

ŷs

⎤
⎦

������
2

2

793

�⇒ min �ys − ŷs�2
2 = min �es�2

2. (A.1) 794

In (35), the input of Uz, Uu, and Uy is [zT
p uT

s yT
s ]T , and the 795

subscripts correspond to the output variables. 796

Three steps are necessary to complete the proof. 797

Step 1 (Generation of Innovation Error es Using Unsuper- 798

vised Learning): Based on (23a) and (23b), one can obtain 799

y(k) = υŷx̂x̂(k)+ υŷuu(k)+ e(k) 800

y(k + 1) = υŷx̂x̂(k + 1) 801

+ υŷuu(k + 1)+ e(k + 1) 802

= υŷuu(k + 1)+ e(k + 1)+ υŷx̂	y(k) 803
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+ υŷx̂
�
φx̂x̂ − 	υŷx̂

�

 �� 

A	

x̂(k)804

+ υŷx̂
�
φx̂u − 	υŷu

�

 �� 

B	

u(k)805

· · · . (A.2)806

Then, es(k) can be described by807

es(k) = ys(k)− ϒyys(k)− ϒxx̂(k)− ϒuus(k) (A.3)808

where ϒy, ϒx, and ϒu are the nonlinear composite operators809

ϒy =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 · · · 0
υŷx̂	 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

...

υŷx̂As−1
	 	 · · · υŷx̂	 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠, (A.4)810

ϒu =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

υŷu 0 · · · 0
υŷx̂B	 υŷu · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

...

υŷx̂As−1
	 B	 · · · υŷx̂B	 υŷu

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠, (A.5)811

ϒx =
⎛
⎜⎝

υŷx̂
...

υŷx̂As
	

⎞
⎟⎠. (A.6)812

Through some mathematical manipulations, (26) can be813

rewritten as814

ys(k) = ϒxx̂(k)+ϒuus(k)+ϒees(k) (A.7)815

which can be achieved by using supervised learning816

approaches, as shown in (26), i.e.,817

ŷs(k) =
�
ϒxLp ϒu

�

 �� 
S:=(Sz Su)

�
zp(k)
us(k)

	
(A.8)818

where S is the nonlinear composite operator generated by819

supervised learning.820

Step 2 (A Unified Description of the Transformation821

Between runsp
s and rsp

s ): Based on (A.3) and (A.8), two kinds822

of residual generators can be described by823

runsp
s = ys − Uy

⎡
⎣ zp

us

ys

⎤
⎦ = es, (A.9a)824

rsp
s = ys − (Sz Su)

�
zp

us

	
= ϒees . (A.9b)825

Step 3 (The Existence of P−1
sp/unsp): In fact, runsp

s in (A.9a)826

and rsp
s in (A.9b) have shown827

rsp
s = Psp/unsprunsp

s , Psp/unsp := ϒe. (A.10)828

For the sake of simplicity, we rewrite (A.10) as829

rsp
s = runsp

s +Pprunsp
s (A.11)830

where Pp is the component of Psp/unsp, i.e.,831

Pp =
⎛
⎜⎝

0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

υŷx̂φ
s−1
x̂x̂ 	x̂e · · · 0

⎞
⎟⎠. (A.12)832

Consider a nonlinear operator Punsp/sp and the Lipschitz 833

constant of Pp is Lip < 1. By defining a sequence {es, j} ∈ es , 834

one can obtain the following innovation: 835

Punsp/sp : es, j+1 = ϒees −Ppes, j 836

�⇒ lim
j→∞ es, j = Punsp/sp ◦ ϒees . (A.13) 837

Given a positive integer n, we have 838

�es, j+n − es, j�2 ≤ �es, j+n − es, j+n−1�2 839

+ · · · �es, j+1 − es, j�2 840

= �Pp
�
es, j+n−1 − es, j+n−2

��2 + · · · 841

+ �Pp
�
es, j − es, j−1

��2 842

≤ �
Lip j+n−1 + · · · + Lip j

��es,1 − es,0�2 843

= 1− Lipn−1

1− Lip
Lip j�es,1 − es,0�2 844

≤ Lip j

1− Lip
�es,1 − es,0�2. (A.14) 845

It indicates that, given an arbitrary small ε, there always exists 846

an n such that 847

�es, j+n − es, j�2 < ε or �es, j+n − es, j�2
2 < ε (A.15) 848

when Lip < 1, which guarantees the existence of P−1
sp/unsp = 849

Punsp/sp. It is worth mentioning that {es, j} is a Cauchy 850

sequence [48], and (A.15) holds for Lip < 1 because of the 851

Banach fixed-point theorem [49]. Furthermore, Lip < 1 is a 852

weak condition/requirement to satisfy when choosing Pp. 853

Hence, the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 854
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